Minisatellite instability at the Adh locus reveals somatic polymorphism in amphioxus
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ABSTRACT

Amphioxus (subphylum Cephalochordata) is the closest living relative to vertebrates and widely used for phylogenetic analyses of vertebrate gene evolution. Amphioxus genes are highly polymorphic, but the origin and nature of this variability is unknown. We have analyzed the alcohol dehydrogenase locus (Adh3) in two amphioxus species (Branchiostoma lanceolatum and Branchiostoma floridae) and found that genetic variation is related to repetitive DNA sequences, mainly minisatellites. Small pool-PCR assays indicated that allelic variants are generated by minisatellite instability. We conclude that the generation of new forms was not preferentially linked to germline processes but rather to somatic events leading to mosaic adult animals. Furthermore, most Adh minisatellites belong to a novel class, which we have named mirages. Their distinctive feature is that the repeat subunit spans the exon–intron boundaries and generates potential duplications of the splice sites. However, splicing may not be compromised as no aberrant mRNA variants were detected.

INTRODUCTION

The cephalochordate amphioxus, the closest living relative to vertebrates, is considered the ideal outgroup for phylogenetic reconstructions and developmental analyses of vertebrate gene families (1,2). Several amphioxus genes display inter-individual variability (3–15), which suggests that allelic polymorphism is widespread. However, neither the nature nor the origin of these polymorphisms have been described.

In vertebrates, repeated DNA elements are considered a major source of polymorphisms and one of the main driving forces of genome evolution. Among these, minisatellites are intermediate-size tandem arrays scattered throughout the genome and widely reported in mammals. Although information about the instability processes that involve these repeats is scanty, they have been of special interest for DNA typing, gene mapping and the study of natural variability. New length variants have been characterized in human through pedigree analysis (16) and small pool-PCR (SP-PCR) (17). These studies have shown that germline instability often involves complex inter-allelic conversion-like events at meiosis, whereas the infrequent somatic instability may involve polymerase slippage or, rather, intra-allelic unequal crossover (18).

We analyzed the alcohol dehydrogenase class 3 gene in two amphioxus species, Branchiostoma floridæ (BfAdh3) and Branchiostoma lanceolatum (BlAdh3) and found that it is highly polymorphic. Sequence analysis and SP-PCR assays indicated that somatic instability of the repeated elements at the intragenic regions could be the cause of this variability, and would confer a mosaic status to adult organisms. Moreover, most of these repeated sequences belong to a novel class of minisatellites, which we have named mirages, because the repeat subunit spans the exon–intron boundaries. All these features, together with the high polymorphism, make amphioxus a suitable model to monitor repeat dynamics and analyze repeat instability under an evolutionary perspective.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Genomic DNA, Southern analysis and RT–PCR

Adult specimens of B. lanceolatum were kindly provided by the Laboratoire Arago (Observatoire Océanologique de Banyuls-sur-mer, France) and adult specimens of B. floridæ were harvested in Tampa Bay, FL. Animals were kept at –80°C until use. Genomic DNA was isolated by the guanidine thiocyanate method (19) with minor modifications (20). For Southern analysis, 7–10 µg PstI-digested genomic DNA from single animals was resolved in agarose gels, transferred to nylon membranes and hybridized with six distinct probes under high stringency conditions (13).

Branchiostoma lanceolatum RNA was prepared from single animals and cDNA was synthesized using the Marathon cDNA amplification kit (Clontech). PCR assays were performed with the following oligonucleotide pairs: L1S (5′-GGCCGGTTGCCTGGGA-3′) + 1R (5′-GAACCCGGAGACGCTCTCCC-3′); L6S (5′-CATGGGGGAAGGTCGC-3′) + L14A (5′-CTGGATGCGGTTGATCATG-3′); F7S (5′-TTCGGCAGCATGAGGTTCGT-3′) + 1R (5′-GAGCAGCTTGGAGTGCC-3′); L8S (5′-CGAGCGGACGCTTGGAGTGCC-3′) + L10A (5′-CTCCGAAACCGGTTCCCT-3′); L6S + L10A. PCR conditions were as follows: an initial denaturation step at 94°C for 2 min was followed by 40 cycles at 94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s and 72°C for 30 s and a final extension step at 72°C for 5 min. Amplified products were resolved on agarose gels and stained with ethidium bromide.
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Detection of intron length variation by SP-PCR

Somatic regions (head and tail) and gonadal-enriched tissues were dissected from four *B. lanceolatum* males. Purified genomic DNA from each sample was kept separately. To detect minisatellite variability in each sample, the conventional SP-PCR (17), with minor modifications, was performed. DNA (700 ng) was fully solubilized by digestion with 10 U *BamHI* (1 h at 37°C in 4 mM spermidine trichloride), centrifuged at 10,000 g for 2 min to remove particulate matter and adjusted to a final concentration of 4 ng/µl in 10 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0/1 mM EDTA. Approximately 2280 amphioxus haploid genomes, assuming a molecular mass of 1 pg per haploid genome, were diluted into 200 µl of PCR mix: 1 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.2 µM of each forward (F) and reverse (R) primer (F1, 5′-ACGGCACGCC-AAAACCTC-3′ and R2, 5′-GATGCGGACTTCGTGCGC-3′; F6, 5′-CATGGGGGCAAAGGTCGC-3′ and R7, 5′-CTGGATGGCTTGTCATG-3′ for introns 1 and 6, respectively), 1× PCR buffer and 0.1 U/µl of Biotherm™ (Genecraft, Germany) Taq polymerase. Multiple 7 µl aliquots (80 haploid genomes) of this solution were SP-PCR amplified on a GeneAmp PCR system 9600 thermal cycler (Perkin Elmer) at 94°C (20 s), 55°C (1 min) and 72°C (1 min) for 26 cycles, followed by a chase at 72°C (5 min). The PCR products were resolved in a 1.7% agarose gel and detected by Southern blot hybridization with a 32P-labeled probe encompassing the analyzed region. Statistical analysis of the homogeneity of the data was assessed with a chi-squared test. Additional experiments were performed to discard PCR artefacts. As mutant-free control DNA, two cloned length variants of intron 6 were amplified with F6 and R7 primers in the SP-PCR conditions described above. DNA from single clones or from a mixture was used as template. To compare the frequency of the new forms that appeared with genomic DNA versus mutant-free DNA in SP-PCR assays, a contrast of proportions was performed with the Fisher’s exact test.

RESULTS

Amphioxus genomic variability

*Adh* is a single-copy gene, as shown in a previous study on two amphioxus species (*B. lanceolatum* and *B. floridiae*) (13). However, library screenings (21) yielded recombinant phages encompassing the same genomic region, whose restriction patterns revealed unexpected high variability (data not shown). When *Adh* probes comprising various segments of the gene were used for Southern analysis on genomic DNA, common hybridization patterns were not identified, as the bands for each of the 19 animals assayed differed in size and number.
Moreover, closer examination of the inter-individual pattern showed an uneven distribution of the variable sites, ranging from a single band of a similar size at exon 3 (Fig. 1A) to several bands of different sizes at exon 9 (Fig. 1C). Remarkably, two individuals displayed more than two bands per lane (Fig. 1B, lane 11 and D–F, lane 7).

**Structural characterization of the Adh repeats: ‘mirages’**

Sequence analysis of the Adh genomic region from previously isolated phages (21) showed that the restriction length polymorphism revealed by Southern analysis was due to repeated DNA sequences in the Adh introns. They were mainly direct tandem repeats [minisatellites, also called variable number tandem repeats (VNTRs)] and also a few internal short tandem repeats (microsatellites) (Table 1).

Among VNTRs, we identified a novel type of minisatellite, whose distinct feature was that the repeat subunit spanned the exon–intron boundary (Fig. 2). We have named these novel minisatellites ‘mirages’, since during sequence analysis as soon as a new exon was apparently reached it unexpectedly vanished. Mirages were made of imperfect direct tandem repeats with subunits of 10–72 nt, arranged in stretches of 1 to more than 15 repeats (Table 1). The fragment overlapping the coding region varied from 3 to 32 nt, while the non-coding sequence ranged from 5 to 46 nt. Fourteen out of the 19 BlAdh3 and BfAdh3 introns exhibited mirages. GT-mirages spanned the intron donor splice site and were frequently found, whereas the AG-mirages comprised the acceptor splice site and were found in only introns 1 and 2. Although the consensus splice sites (AG/GT) were conserved in 153 of the 157 (97.5%) repeats analyzed, no aberrant splicing variants were detected by RT–PCR (Fig. 3). Finally, although a few tandem repeat sequences showed poor resemblance to the exon, enough homology had been maintained to classify them as ‘cryptic’ mirages (Table 1).

**Dynamics of the repeats**

When a particular minisatellite structure was analyzed, we found variation in the number of repeats. To assess whether this variability was of somatic or germline origin, gonadal and somatic DNA was obtained from individual males. Gonadal fractions consisted of meiotic DNA-enriched preparations. SP-PCR assays were performed with primers flanking two BlAdh3 introns containing mirages to detect length variants other than those corresponding to the parental variants (Fig. 4). Four animals, either with one or two parental variants, were analyzed. All the PCRs shared an intense signal, which corresponded to the inherited variants, and occasionally they showed other signals of different length.

The 335 PCR amplifications (80 haploid genome/SP-PCR reaction, 26 800 haploid genomes analyzed) yielded a total of 40 new length variants. Assuming that each new variant arose from a single template molecule, this would represent one new variant per 670 haploid genomes (0.15%) (Table 2). The frequency of the new bands was no higher in gonadal-enriched DNA preparations than in the somatic fraction (0.10 and 0.19%, respectively) ($\chi^2 = 6.96; d.f. = 3; P = 0.07$), which indicates that repeat instability was not linked to the germline. On the other hand, intron-length variability led to mosaic adults. Moreover, the level of somatic mosaicism in the four individuals differed by up to 10-fold, from 0.02 to 0.27% ($\chi^2 = 16.14; d.f. = 3; P = 0.001$). Nevertheless, no significant differences were observed between homozygous and heterozygous animals (0.16 and 0.13%, respectively), nor between

### Table 1. Tandem repeats in BlAdh3 and BfAdh3 genes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. lanceolatum</th>
<th>B. floridana</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intron</strong></td>
<td><strong>Repeat</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>GT-mirage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GT-mirage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cryptic GT-mirage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Microsatellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GT-mirage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cryptic VNTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>GT-mirage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>VNTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>BlAdh3 introns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cryptic GT-mirage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>BlAdh3 introns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mirages** (gray cells), ag/gt splice sites (bold) and the sequence corresponding to the coding (capital letters) or non-coding (lower-case letters) are indicated. IE, inserted element.
SP-PCR control experiments were performed with cloned DNA from two intron 6 alleles as mutant-free DNA (see Materials and Methods) to discard PCR artefacts. No new variant was detected in any of the PCR assays (0/64), indicating that the new length variants were genuine mutated alleles (Fisher’s exact test $P = 0.001$).

**DISCUSSION**

**Amphioxus intragenic polymorphism**

The cephalochordate amphioxus is believed to predate the large-scale gene duplications that marked early vertebrate evolution. To this end, estimates of amphioxus gene number have been crucial. The finding of variable banding patterns by Southern analysis has led to the widespread assumption that the genome of lancelets is highly polymorphic, which may impair gene-copy number assessments. However, no data have been reported on the molecular basis of this polymorphism.

Southern analysis of several individuals corroborates that Adh3 is a single-copy gene in amphioxus (13), although the inter-individual multiple pattern allows us to situate this locus among the most polymorphic. The complexity of the Southern patterns was substantially simplified by using reduced-size probes on single animals (Fig. 1). Sequence analysis indicates that most of the differences are due to intragenic repeated DNA, mainly VNTRs and occasionally inserted elements. Additional allelic variation also results from small insertions/deletions and nucleotide substitutions. Moreover, point mutations at the restriction sites could further increase the inter-individual variability observed.

Interestingly, this high polymorphism may be further increased by the VNTR instability that generates somatic mosaic animals. In fact, single individuals showed various degrees of mosaicism (Table 2), probably dependent on the generation rate of the new forms, and the timing and cell target of the mutational event. Hence, if early in development or in a highly proliferative cell lineage, more than two variants of a single copy gene can be isolated from a single animal. Occasionally, the abundance of new variants can allow their visualization as faint bands on Southern blots (Fig. 1), which may have led to the erroneous assumption of another related gene. Certainly, not all amphioxus genes have to behave similarly, because the extent of intragenic variability can be affected by factors such as chromosomal location, methylation, level of transcription, proximity to telomeres, centromeres, as well as to recombination hot-spots, which condition the organization of repetitive DNA in eukaryotic genomes (22–24).

**Minisatellite instability**

We confirmed that the length variants detected by SP-PCR correspond to genuine mutant alleles rather than PCR artefacts (17): (i) length variants were never detected in the same SP-PCR conditions using cloned alleles as mutant-free DNA controls, and (ii) the frequency of new length variants differed among animals.

SP-PCR analysis on genomic DNA from dissected single animals revealed that the amphioxus repeat instability is related to somatic polymorphism rather than to germline processes. We thus conclude that lancelets are mosaics. The pattern of the length variants pointed to a stepwise mutation fashion,

---

**Figure 2.** (A) Schematic representation of a GT-mirage overlapping the donor splice site at the boundary of exon 6–intron 6 of BlAdh3. Arrow-boxes indicate mirage subunits and the boxed sequence corresponds to the exon. The exon–intron boundary is numbered 0 and each following mirage subunit is consecutively numbered 1–10 (5′–3′). The splice donor site is indicated by an oblique arrow. (B) Sequence alignment of the intron-6 GT-mirage array of two BlAdh3 alleles. The segment corresponding to the coding region (capital letters in the dark gray box) and intron sequences (lower-case letters) are shown. The splice donor site (bold lower case) and its reiteration are depicted on light gray background. Nucleotide substitutions in the repeated sequences are shown, identities are represented by dots and deletions by dashes.

**Figure 3.** RT-PCR assays to detect aberrant splicing variants of mirages containing BlAdh3 introns (accession nos AF156698–AF156708) with oligonucleotides located at the flanking exons of intron 2 (lanes 1, oligonucleotide pairs L1S–1R), intron 6 (lane 2, L6S–L14A), intron 7 (lane 3, F7S–CR2), intron 8 (lane 4, L8S–L10A) and the segment encompassing intron 6–exon 7–intron 7–exon 8–intron 8 (lane 5, F7S–L10A). Splicing of intron 1 and 9 pairs L1S–1R), intron 6 (lane 2, L6S–L14A), intron 7 (lane 3, F7S–CR2), intron 8 (lane 4, L8S–L10A) and the segment encompassing intron 6–exon 7–intron 7–exon 8–intron 8 (lane 5, F7S–L10A). Splicing of intron 2 (lane 1, oligonucleotide containing BlAdh3 subunits and the boxed sequence corresponds to the exon. The exon–intron boundary is numbered 0 and each following mirage subunit is consecutively numbered 1–10 (5′–3′). The splice donor site is indicated by an oblique arrow.

---

**Table 2.** (i) Length variants were never detected in the same SP-PCR conditions using cloned alleles as mutant-free DNA controls, and (ii) the frequency of new length variants differed among animals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intron</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>New Length Variants Detected in Any PCR Assays</th>
<th>New Length Variants Detected in Any PCR Assays (0/64)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intron 1</td>
<td>0/64</td>
<td>0/64</td>
<td>0/64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron 2</td>
<td>0/64</td>
<td>0/64</td>
<td>0/64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron 6</td>
<td>0/64</td>
<td>0/64</td>
<td>0/64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The two introns compared (0.13% for intron 1 and 0.16% for intron 6) ($\chi^2 = 4.37$; d.f. = 3; $P = 0.223$). Interestingly, while the new variants of intron 6 increased in size, those from intron 1 decreased.
compatible with one subunit variation in each step, in agreement with longer variants only observed at highest mosaicism levels (Fig. 4 and Table 2). Our data also suggest that the repeat dynamics is under a mutational bias (17) because gains or losses did not occur with equal frequency: intron 6 exclusively showed expansions, whereas intron 1 only showed reductions.

In human, somatic and germline minisatellite instability leading to new variants have been attributed to separate pathways involving recombination (25). In contrast, although somatic polymorphism in amphioxus is clearly supported by two independent approaches—Southern analysis and SP-PCR experiments—the mechanism underlying the generation of new variants is unknown, since the PCR and cloning strategies performed to characterize recombinant alleles have failed.

‘Mirages’, a novel type of minisatellite

We describe a novel type of minisatellite sequence, termed mirage, whose repeat subunit differs from conventional tandem repeats in that it spans the exon–intron boundaries and duplicates the exon edges. Mirages are abundant in Adh (detected in 75% of the introns). Moreover, in the course of other gene characterizations (15,26) we have gathered evidence that this type of VNTR is not restricted to the Adh locus, but possibly present in other amphioxus genes. Therefore, our data highlight a new minisatellite entity which, to our knowledge, has not been defined before.

Concerning its origin, it is reasonable to assume that each mirage arose from a duplication of the adjacent exon and, as the exon–intron boundary is at the core of these structures, the splicing machinery could have been involved. To study the mirage dynamics, we performed a neighbor-joining analysis of the mirage subunits from several alleles (data not shown). When different introns were considered, no common topologies were obtained. Therefore, hints about the history of the repeats could not be inferred.

Mirages preserve sequence similarity in the surrounding regions of exons and, hence, may influence gene evolution by
recombination and gene conversion in the course of duplication events.

The presence of three similar minisatellite structures in primates (27–29) allows to speculate on the ancestry of the mirage sequences, which may have predated the cephalochordate–vertebrate split. However, their abundance in the amphioxus genome contrasts with the low number reported in mammals. Indeed, two of the three mirage-type structures in human are associated with aberrant splicing leading to pathological conditions. Unless undetected until present, mirages would have been differentially retained in the different species.
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